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OUR CORNERSTONES
QUALITY
We are relentless in our pursuit of the highest quality materials and
manufacturing standards. We test, and test again until we are confident
that our garments will stand up to the toughest jobs out there. We
constantly challenge the standards of what is possible in workwear.
FUNCTIONALITY
Our garments are designed to help real people do their jobs better in
every way. From our materials, to our pockets and seams, we strive to
develop better features that will increase efficiency and comfort.
DESIGN
We believe that quality, functional garments should never have to
look boring, and we prove it over and over again. We are continuously
exploring new ways to make sure our customers feel proud and
professional in our workwear.
SUSTAINABILITY
We care about the future of our company and our planet. We work
hard to operate efficiently and safely to protect our environment.
We build our garments to last longer which means fewer garments
created and less waste overall. It’s simply smarter workwear, for the
good of the planet.

HOW TO READ THE
PRODUCT NUMBER
Our product number has
a total of 12 digits.
Every 4-digit sequence
represents a specified value.
See below.

1636 1550 8900
First 4 digits are the product/
model number.

1636 1550 8900
Second 4 digits are material.

1636 1550 8900
Last 4 digits are color.

To order a product you need
to know all 12 digits to get
the right material and color.

BLAKLADER.COM
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I’ve been in the HVAC business for over 20 years
and have not been able to find the proper company
uniforms and gear for my employees that have been
able to take the wear and tear and have a great
appearance until we moved over to the BLAKLADER
line. The comfort and breathability in the Florida
climate is important also. We have been so pleased
with the product we even market and advertise
BLAKLADER on our fleet of vehicles.
Thank you for the amazing customer service and staff
keeping my guys looking great!

WOMEN’S ......................................... PAGE 44—47
BASE LAYER .................................... PAGE 48—49
VALUE ADDED SERVICE ................ PAGE 50—51
ACCESSORIES ................................ PAGE 52—57

”

—Quality Control Air of Sarasota

“

PAINTER............................................ PAGE 32–33

TERMS & CONDITIONS................... PAGE 59

I have been a safety professional for several years,
and as such, have purchased every type of safety gear
the market has to offer. It’s extremely frustrating to
spend the time and money on safety gear, just to have
the workers either not wear it because they don’t like
it, or wear it for a week and have it fall apart.
What initially caught my eye with Blaklader was the
wide variety of styles that I knew my workers would
love. The quality is amazing, and the workers have
loved them. Most importantly, they’ve stood the test
of time. I will never purchase another workwear brand!

SIZE OPTIONS ................................. PAGE 58

SYMBOL GUIDE
Blaklader workwear is made with specific functionalities to
make your job easier. Look out for the symbols below to help
you figure out exactly how each garment is built for work.

”

—Program Safety Manager

“

Wearing Blaklader has completely changed the way I
and my employees operate on the job-site. We carry
all our tools with us, so we can stay more productive
and take less trips back to the truck. It’s saved my
company money and billable time. Plus, we look more
professional for our customers.

”

—Small Business General Contractor

UTILITY
POCKETS

KNEEPAD
POCKETS

WATERPROOF

FLAME
RESISTANT

ANSI/ISEA
107-2015
High
visibility

CSA
Z96-15
High
visibility

2-WAY
STRETCH

STRETCH
PANELS
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BECAUSE TOMORROW MATTERS
Sustainability has always been part of our story. Since Blåkläder began in 1959, we’ve been
making sustainable workwear. The awareness of sustainability issues has increased over time
and it now permeates every aspect of our global organization.
We believe in sustainability. Because tomorrow matters.

SUSTAINABLE
FREIGHT IS ACHIEVED

WITH FULL LOADS
We know that our shared global
environment is impacted by our freight
transport operations. We therefore ensure
that all containers leaving the factories
where Blåkläder’s garments are produced
are filled to the maximum possible volume.
Working with a few carefully chosen
factories and monitoring quality throughout
the supply chain are reasons we are able
to do this. Good planning and coordination
are also key in enabling us to use transport
options that are less expensive and less
carbon intensive, for example, sea rather
than air. Our optimized logistics processes
and automated warehouse operations in
Svenljunga also enable us to monitor and
control the quality of our garments. This
allows our customers to focus on their
business and receive just-in-time deliveries
of workwear without unnecessary delays.
That’s what we call sustainable.

We are aware of the discussions about the
role and importance of plastic, and for us, it
is always a balancing act. We use plastic to
prevent contamination during transportation,
storage, and handling, and to protect against
moisture during shipping and storage. If
we didn’t use plastic bags to protect the
garments, there is a risk they would become
soiled, or damaged by dampness and
mildew, and would need to be scrapped
as not fit for use. The carbon footprint of a
plastic bag is far less than the cost to the
environment of manufacturing an item of
clothing. Consequently, from a sustainability
perspective, it is easy to justify using
hundreds of plastic bags, even if it stops just
one t-shirt from going to waste. Naturally, all
our plastic bags can be recycled.
We also ensure that cardboard packing boxes
are dealt with responsibly. At present, 60% of
cardboard used in production is reused.

BLÅKLÄDER CATALOG 2022
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

IN BLÅKLÄDER’S PRODUCTION PROCESS
Sustainability is an incredibly broad and important
topic. For many, the term sustainability probably
brings to mind the environmental aspects. But it is
so much more than that. The socially sustainable
practices of the factories producing the garments are
extremely important to Blåkläder, and we have already
accomplished a great deal in this area.
It cannot be stressed enough just how
important it is for everyone to do the
right things from a social sustainability
perspective. This is important for
employees of Blåkläder and especially so
for the men and women who make the
clothes in the six factories in Sri Lanka
and in Myanmar. So what action is being
taken to create a socially sustainable
and responsible work environment in
these production facilities? A great
deal is being done, of course. Below, we
present some of the main attributes that
make the production of Blåkläder clothes so
highly respected.

BLÅKLÄDER CATALOG 2022

The factories provide local support in the form of crisis
counseling, supporting local organizations, communitybuilding initiatives and other activities and projects.
Donations are given to those who are in most need of help,
including local orphanages. There is considerable local
community engagement from each factory and
it is extremely important to encourage this
involvement. Local traditions and festivals
are celebrated together at the factories,
to promote a sense of cohesion and
belonging among the employees.
we have

Although
come a long way,
the journey is by no
means complete.

The staff at our factories all have stable employment.
Blåkläder and the factories have close working relationships
and this helps to keep production at constant levels. This
differs from other garment sewing factories where it is not
unusual for staff to be sent home without pay or job security
when there is a drop in order volumes. All of our factories
have an on-site medical facility staffed by a nurse and with
regular visits from the company doctor. The facilities provide
employees with medical care for everything from colds
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to antenatal check-ups. There are also agreements with
nearby hospitals for medical emergencies.

The factories provide meals that
are either free or subsided. Free bus
transportation to and from work is also
available. Although education is free,
school books have to be paid for. So the
employees’ children are given the books
and reading material they require. Students
and student projects are also supported in
many other ways.

Blåkläder works constantly and with never-ending
determination to integrate social responsibility into all aspects
of its production operations around the world. Although we
have come a long way, the journey is by no means complete
since there are no quick fixes for the challenges that exist. In
order to do things properly, they shouldn’t be rushed, and that
is how Blåkläder intends to proceed.

INTO ETERNITY
The sun has a special significance for the people who live in
the cold Nordic countries. It gives us strength and energy
which we spread to all parts of our worldwide organization.
Most of the millions of garments that Blåkläder produces
every year come from the factories in Sri Lanka and in
Myanmar. Solar panels on the roofs of these factories
generate almost half the electricity required for the
manufacturing operations. Solar energy drastically reduces
carbon dioxide emissions and is both environmentallyfriendly and cost-effective – we call it sun-win.
As we see it, sustainability is not just about the final garments,
but is about every step on the journey. After 60 years in the
business, one of our insights is that you do what you can to
produce in a sustainable manner. We, therefore, spent years
examining how we could reduce energy consumption at our
facilities while still meeting our exacting quality standards.

The sun as a natural source of energy was quite simply a
brilliant idea. As well as the solar panels that power the
factories, the roofs of the production buildings are fitted with
what are known as prismatic skylights. These let natural
sunlight into the interiors, while the UV radiation and heat are
kept out. Automated sensors activate LED lighting when it
is overcast or dark outside. The result is reduced electricity
consumption and a brighter and more pleasant workplace.
We can produce twice the amount of energy from a modern
solar panel array than was possible just a decade ago, which
made it an easy decision. We are continually increasing our
use of renewable electricity as a future energy source. It is also
an important indicator that our efforts to become the most
sustainable global player in the market are effective – and we
aim to ensure it stays that way, today and going forward.

BUY FEWER CLOTHES. GOOD FOR OUR PLANET.
GOOD FOR YOUR WALLET. SIMPLE MATH.
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1699

HI-VIS RIPSTOP PANT
1831 85% polyester, 15% cotton, ripstop, 7 oz

∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

STRETCH PANELS
SLIM FIT
LOW-RISE WAIST
STRETCH GUSSETED CROTCH
PRE-BENT KNEES

1636
FR PANTS

1550 88% cotton, 12% polyamide, twill flame
resistant 10 oz, Arc Rating 11,0 cal/cm²

∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

STANDARD FIT
STANDARD WAIST
STANDARD CROTCH
STRAIGHT LEG
STANDARD LEG OPENING

1691

RIPSTOP PANTS
1330 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 7 oz

∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
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STRETCH PANELS
STANDARD FIT
LOW-RISE WAIST
STRETCH GUSSETED CROTCH
PRE-BENT KNEES
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HI-VIS
FR
WORKWEAR
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FLAME
RESISTANT
REINFORCED CROTCH SEAM
WITH GUSSETED CROTCH

HIDDEN BUTTONS

RULER POCKET
WITH PEN POCKET

LEG POCKET WITH
BELLOW, FLAP AND PEN
AND TELEPHONE POCKET

PRE-BENT KNEES
REINFORCED KNEEPAD
POCKETS

NFPA 70E

ASTM F1506

NFPA 2112

NFPA 70E, titled Standard for Electrical
Safety in the Workplace, is a standard of
the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA). The document covers electrical
safety requirements for employees. The
NFPA is best known for its sponsorship of
the National Electrical Code (NFPA 70).

ASTM F1506 is the Standard Performance
Specification for Flame Resistant and
Arc Rated Textile Materials for Wearing
Apparel for Use by Electrical Workers
Exposed to Momentary Electric Arc and
Related Thermal Hazards.

NFPA 2112, entitled Standard on Flameresistant Garments for Protection of
Industrial Personnel Against Flash Fire, is
a national consensus standard which sets
the minimum performance requirements
for garments which are to be worn by
workers who may face the hazard risk of
exposure to a flash fire in their workplace.

1636
FOCUS ON YOUR JOB,
WE HAVE YOUR
SAFETY COVERED
1636
FR PANTS

1550 88% cotton, 12% polyamide, twill flame resistant 10 oz, Arc Rating 11,0 cal/cm²
8900 Navy blue
Size guide on page 58.
The 1636 FR Pants are built for work. Top of the line Blaklader functionality and comfort with even more
protection. Our FR gear is tested and compliant with NFPA 70E for your protection and CAT 2 compliant, with
an 11 calories/cm² arc rating.

ATPV Rating: 11cal/cm², CAT 2. NFPA 70E-2018.

1676

FR PANTS WITHOUT UTILITY POCKETS

NEW!

1612

FR VISIBILITY PANT

1550 88% cotton, 12% polyamide, twill flame resistant 10 oz, Arc Rating 11,0 cal/cm²
8900 Navy blue
Size guide on page 58.

1514 75% cotton, 24% polyester, 1% antistatic, twill, flame retardant antistatic, 11cal/cm²
8933 Navy blue/Yellow Hi-viz
Size guide on page 58.

Don’t need the utility pockets, Blaklader has you covered! Blaklader is built for work. Our FR gear is tested and
compliant with NFPA 70E for your protection. 1636 workpants are CAT 2 compliant, with an 11 calories/cm²
arc rating. The 1676 comes complete with a gusseted crotch for maneuverability and comfort.

Our classic FR pants, with some added visibility. This trusted pant design features tons of pockets, durable
materials, triple stitching, and kneepad pockets for our foam kneepad inserts. Function, durability, and safety.
What more could you want?

ATPV Rating: 11cal/cm², CAT 2. NFPA 70E-20182.

NFPA 70E-2018, ATPV Rating: 11 cal/cm², CAT 2.

BLÅKLÄDER CATALOG 2022
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3492

3276

1763 44% lyocell, 39% modacrylic, 14% Aramid, 3% elastane, flame resistant, 12 oz
8900 Navy blue
Available in sizes XS-4XL.

1551 88% cotton, 12% polyamide, twill 3/1, PROBAN® flame resistant, 7 oz
8900 Navy blue
Available in sizes S-4XL.

To say this CAT 2 Fire Resistant hoodie is the most comfortable thing you will wear on the job site is an
understatement, to say the least. We’ve chosen the finest quality materials bonded with the strongest seams
in the industry to give you ultimate comfort and ultimate protection. Stay warm, stay safe, stay working.

Whether you are climbing a wind turbine tower, fixing an airconditioning unit or helping restore power to a
community, the Blaklader FRshirt is for you. The perfect complement to our FR pants, completing
yourprofessional uniform. The 3276 meets NFPA 70E and CAT2 requirements in a comfortable 7 oz. material.
Be sure to add your logo and name, so nobody steals it from you!

FR HOODIE

NFPA 70E-2018, ATPV rating: 17 cal/cm², CAT 2.

NFPA 70E-2018, ATPV rating:11, CAT 2.

3491

3493

1770 97% cotton, 3% elastane, rib, 7oz, PROBAN treated
8900 Navy blue
Available in sizes XS-4XL.

1770 97% cotton, 3% elastane, rib, 7oz, PROBAN treated
8900 Navy blue
Available in sizes XS-4XL.

Lightweight, flame resistant and stylish...sound too good to be true? Not with Blaklader. We’re taking our FR
gear to the next level of comfort and protection With this flame resistant CAT 2 Henley. This classic style is
both comfortable and protective. It’s perfect for the job site, but don’t be surprised if you find yourself wearing
it on the weekend as well.

For those warmer days when a heavy fabric is less than ideal, we created a lighter FR option. Flame resistant
protection is always improved with layering. With this CAT 2 rated long-sleeve T-shirt layering is not only
possible, it’s comfortable. Now whether you’re layering for extra protection or just working light, you can trust
that We’ve got your back.

NFPA 2112-2018. NFPA 70E-2018, ATPV rating: 14 cal/cm², CAT 2.

NFPA 2112-2018. NFPA 70E-2018, ATPV rating: 14 cal/cm², CAT 2.

FR HENLEY
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FR SHIRT
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FR LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT
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HI-VIS

Garment Type

Type R Roadway and
Temporary Traffic Control
zones

ANSI/ISEA
107-2015

CSA Z96
2015

Performance Class

Background
Material

Reflective Material

Minimum Width
Reflective Marterial

Class 2*

0,50 m²

0,13 m²

25mm** 35mm

Class 3**

0,80 m²

0,20 m²

25mm** 50mm

*For the smallest size offered in Type R, Performance Class 2, a minimum of 0,35m² of background material may be used to
accompdate small-sized workers. All subsequented larger sizes must use 0,50 m²

ANSI/ISEA
107-2015

**For the smallest size offered in Type R, Performance Class 3, a minimum of 0,65m² of background material may be used to
accompdate small-sized workers. All subsequented larger sizes must use 0,80 m²
Supplemental Items*
Pants, Overalls, Shorts,
Rain pants and Gaiters

Class E

0,30 m²

0,07 m²

25mm** 50mm

* When a supplement Class E item is worn with Perforemance Class 2 or 3, the overall classification for the ensemble shall be
Performance Class 3

Class 3 apparel

CSA Z96
2015
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Class 2 apparel

Descripton of minimal
coverage

Class 2 apparel, plus
bands encircling
both arms and both
legs. These bands
shall be composed
of combinedperformance stripes/bands
or a combination
of retroflective and
background material

Background material

See above

See above

0,14 m² (minimum)

0,20 m²

0,13 m²

0,10 m²

Retroflective or combinedperformance material used
in conjunction with background material

Full coverage of
upper torso (front,
back, sides and over
shoulders)

Class 1 apparel
Basic harness or
stripes/bands over
the shoulders and
encircling the waist

1699
HI-VIS RIPSTOP PANT
CORDURA®
REINFORCED
POCKET

HAMMER LOOP

STRETCH
PANELS

GUSSETED STRETCH
PANELS

ZIP POCKET

STRETCH PANELS
HIDDEN PHONE
POCKET

CORDURA® KNEEPAD
REINFORCEMENT

KNEEPAD POCKETS –
TOP LOADED WITH FLAP
AND VELCRO CLOSURE

CORDURA®-REINFORCEMENT

BLÅKLÄDER CATALOG 2022
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1699

FLEXIBLE WITH
STRETCH PANELS
Our latest 1699 pant is setting new standards for high-visibility clothing. We
took the best features from our best selling pants and designed an all new hi-vis
pants that will keep you cool, help you function better and keep you safe. The
CORDURA® reinforced ripstop material is breathable, tear resistant and water
and dirt repellent. We even added top-load kneepads.

STRETCH
PANELS

1699

HI-VIS RIPSTOP PANT
1831 85% polyester, 15% cotton, ripstop, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Size guide on page 58.
We’re stretching the limits of our hi-vis line with the 1699 hi-vis ripstop pant. The ripstop fabric is lightweight
and comfortable, with the unmatched durability of even the heaviest of fabrics letting you take every step on the
job site with confidence. All this with our stretch material gusseted crotch for wear and comfort makes this the
perfect hi-vis work pant.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class E, NOT FR - Class 3 Type R NOT FR when combined with
performance class 2 or 3 uppers. CSA Z96-15, class 2 when combined with vest, class 3
when combined with class 2 or 3 uppers.

1633

1609

1697

1860 65% polyester/35% cotton, 9 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Size guide on page 58.

1860 65% polyester/35% cotton, 9 oz
9933 Black/Yellow Hi-viz, 8933 Navy blue/Yellow Hi-viz
Size guide on page 58.

1330 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 7 oz
9933 Black/Yellow Highviz
Size guide on page 58.

Durable fabric blend and built-in CORDURA® kneepad pockets stand
up to tough conditions. Two utility pockets with bellows,
CORDURA-lined back pockets, dark colors in wear points, multiple
cargo pockets on side of legs and reflective tape.

The durable, functional X1600 is now available in a safety pant. The
CORDURA® extends up onto the thigh for added protection.
Drawstring along boot. CORDURA® utility pockets for strength and
versatility. Level 2 3M reflective tape. Be Seen!

We’re stretching the limits of our hi-vis line with the 1697 hi-vis
ripstop pant. The mainly black ripstop fabric is lightweight and
comfortable, with the unmatched durability of even the heaviest of
fabrics letting you take every step on the job site with confidence. All
this with our stretch material gusseted crotch for wear and comfort
make this the perfect hi-vis work pant.

HI-VIS WORK PANTS

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class E, NOT FR - Class 3 Type R
NOT FR when combined with performance class 2 or 3
uppers. CSA Z96-15, class 2 when combined with vest,
class 3 when combined with class 2 or 3 uppers.
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NEW COLOR!
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HI-VIS X1600 WORK PANTS

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class E, NOT FR - Class 3 Type R
NOT FR when combined with performance class 2 or 3
uppers. CSA Z96-15, class 2 when combined with vest,
class 3 when combined with class 2 or 3 uppers.

HI-VIS RIPSTOP PANTS

CSA Z96-15, class 2 when combined with vest, class 3
when combined with class 2 or 3 uppers.

AVAILABLE
IN TALL SIZES

AVAILABLE
IN TALL SIZES

AVAILABLE
IN TALL SIZES

1689

1685

4927

1977 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, wind- and
waterproof, breathable, 6 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes M-XXXL and LT-XLT. Size guide on page 58.

1977 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, wind- and
waterproof, breathable, 6 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black, 5399 Orange Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-5XL, and LT-XXLT. Size guide on page 58.

1977 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, wind- and
waterproof, breathable, 6 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black, 5399 Orange Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes XS-5XL, and tall sizes LT-XXLT.

The trusted hi-vis shell pants are now available with winter lining.
Face even the coldest, most treacherous conditions in confidence.
With CORDURA®-reinforced knees, adjustable and removable
suspenders and enough pockets to keep all your tools secure and
handy, these pants will weather any storm.

Breathable wind- and waterproof high visibility shell pants designed
to handle Mother Nature’s worst. Functional takes on a new meaning
with features including adjustable/removable suspenders, adjustable
leg ends with zippers and velcro, and CORDURA®-reinforced fabric
over the knees. These pants aren’t for any regular job. These pants will
keep you safe and dry from your toughest job.

Wind and waterproof with a heavy quilt lining to keep you warm and
dry. Fleece lined collar. The winter jacket includes waterproof taped
seams, storm cuffs, waterproof chest pockets, arm pocket and 3M
reflective tape. ANSI 107 Class 3.

HI-VIS LINED SHELL PANTS

HI-VIS SHELL PANTS

HI-VIS WINTER JACKET

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

AVAILABLE
IN TALL SIZES

NEW COLOR!

AVAILABLE
IN TALL SIZES

4789

4787

4937

1977 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, wind- and
waterproof, breathable, 6 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black, 3389 Yellow Hi-viz/Navy blue,
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1987 100% polyester, twill, laminated, wind- and
waterproof, breathable, 5 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-5XL, and tall sizes LT-XXLT.

1977 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, wind- and
waterproof, breathable, 6 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black, 5399 Orange Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes XS-5XL, and tall sizes LT-XXLT.

This newly designed jacket is also equipped with cleverly placed
reflective details for increased visibility. The air mesh lining provides
covers an extra layer for warmth, and the membrane in the outer shell
fabric prevents moisture and wind from entering - allowing you to stay
dry all day.

Practical and movement friendly hi-vis shell jacket in a smooth, soft
and quiet stretch material that gives you high comfort and increased
mobility. The jacket is also equipped with cleverly placed reflective
details for increased visibility. The fleece mesh lining provides
excellent ventilation and the membrane in the outer shell fabric
prevents moisture and wind from entering - allowing you to stay dry all
day. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R class 3 NOT FR.

Lightweight, wind, and waterproof, including taped seams to keep you
dry for the long haul. Safety harness access point through the back.
The shell jacket includes waterproof zippers, a detachable hood,
inside pockets, 3M reflective tape. ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 3.

HI-VIS AIR MESH JACKET

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

HI-VIS PREMIUM SHELL JACKET

HI-VIS SHELL JACKET

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

BLÅKLÄDER CATALOG 2022
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4788

3446

2513 92% polyester, 8% elastane, 3-layer softshell, waterproof, windproof, breathable,
stretch, 8 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1974 100% polyester, jersey knitted, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-5XL

HI-VIS SOFTSHELL JACKET

Our new softshell jacket is a real head turner – and not just because it’s hi-vis. This stylish, wind- and
water-resistant jacket is big on safety and features adjustable Velcro sleeves, new front zipper pockets, an
adjustable collar, and a detachable hood. We know you work like a pro. It’s time to look the part.

HI-VIS HOODED SWEATSHIRT

This ain’t your mama’s hoodie. Check out the hi-vis details on this hooded sweatshirt - hi-vis yellow and
reflective details to make sure you’re seen. Great for keeping you cozy when you need extra warmth out there.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR. Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR. Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

3442

HI-VIS HOODED SWEATSHIRT

3569

HI-VIS SWEATSHIRT

2528 100% polyester, jersey, brushed inside, 8 oz
3300 Yellow, 5300 Orange
Available in sizes S-4XL.

2528 100% polyester, jersey, brushed inside, 8 oz
3300 Yellow, 5300 Orange
Available in sizes S-4XL.

This ain’t your mama’s hoodie. Stay visible and seen in our hi-vis Hoodie with a large front pocket! Great for
keeping you cozy when you need extra warmth out there.

Increase your visibility and comfort with this Hi-Vis Class 3 sweatshirt. Now you can take all the comfort of
your favorite weekend sweatshirt with you on the job site. We removed the hood on this design to create a
great layering piece and accommodate certain safety ratings. It’s a must have for the colder seasons.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR. Not certified according to CSA-Z96.
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NEW!
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ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR. Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

NEW COLOR!

3488

3490

3486

1011 100% polyester, anti odor treatment, UV-protection
40+, 4 oz
3300 Yellow
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1011 100% polyester, anti odor treatment, UV-protection
40+, 4 oz
3300 Yellow
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1011 100% polyester, anti odor treatment, UV-protection
40+, 4 oz
3300 Yellow
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Get noticed in the 3488 Hi-Vis long sleeve t-shirt. We incorporated
reflective tape to complement the Hi-Vis yellow you know and love so
you’ll never be missed. Comfy and lightweight so you can get to work
without worry.

This isn’t your ordinary hi-vis T-shirt. It’s a technical marvel that
features an anti-odor treatment and UV protection for those long hot
days in the sun. Plus, its bright yellow color and highly-reflective
segmented stripes will keep you noticed from all angles, even on the
busiest job sites.

Hi-vis T-shirt with 50-mm-wide reflective tape. This is no ordinary
T-shirt. Complete with anti-odor treatment, UV protection 40+ and
ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, this T-shirt keeps the sun off and
the smell out.

HI VIS LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

ANIS/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

HI-VIS SHORT SLEEVED T-SHIRT

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

HI-VIS T-SHIRT

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.
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3139

3132

3127

1831 85% polyester, 15% cotton, ripstop, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1831 85% polyester, 15% cotton, ripstop, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1831 85% polyester, 15% cotton, ripstop, 7 oz
3300 Yellow
Available in sizes S-3XL.

This class 3 vest is perfect for a lightweight visibility option. We’ve
given it the full Blaklader package. Breathable materials bonded with
strong seams and durable 3M reflective tape make this vest a great
option for any job site. Now with Class 3 certification, we’ve simplified
things even more. It’s one vest to rule them all you might say.

With more pockets than you can count, you’ll never lose a tool again
with this hi-vis surveyor’s vest. Plus, highly reflective stripes for
visibility and black panels where your hands hang to keep your
workwear looking clean. Tired of the same old cheap vests? Take your
hi-vis game to a new level.

It’s not your average hi-vis vest. Made from a durable mesh and
Ripstop blend, it includes swinging chest pockets with safety straps,
four reinforced utility pockets at waist, safety harness access point
through the back, a 3-inch extension with zipper and Level 2 3M
reflective tape. ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 2.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

HI-VIS SLEEVED VEST

3130

3138

1054 100% polyester, knitted mesh, 4 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-5XL.

1054 100% polyester, knitted mesh, 4 oz
5300 Orange
Available in sizes S-L, XL-3XL.

The long-awaited Blaklader hi-vis mesh vest is here at last. Built like the rest of our garments the quality is
unrivaled in the vest arena. The contrast with black fabric allows you to work at your best while keeping the
garment clean and visible as long as possible. Now you have a Blaklader option for the warmer days when our
jackets are just too much. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R class 2 NOT FR.

Sometimes wearing safety gear means being prepared for a quick escape. This quick tear away vest has 5
break points for an easy escape in the case of a hangup or snag. We also made it an adjustable size to fit a
wider range of wearers. The mesh back and front provides excellent ventilation for those hot summer days
and the safety harness access allows for additional safety gear.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, NOT FR. Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, Not FR. CSA Z96-2015 class 2.

HI-VIS VEST
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HI-VIS RIPSTOP UTILITY VEST

HI-VIS SURVEYOR’S VEST
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5-POINT TEAR AWAY VEST

4958

4994

2526 100% Polyester, pique fleece, brushed inside 8 oz
9933 Black/Yellow Highviz
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1010 100% polyester, microfleece, antipilling, 5 oz
9933 Black/Yellow Highviz
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Looking to tone down the hi-vis look? Look no further than the 4958 Visibility Hooded Sweatshirt. We added
some hi-vis yellow accents to the classic black hoodie - plus reflective tape for added flair.

Cozy up in your personal fleece cocoon and get some serious work done out in the bitter cold. This visibility
fleece jacket features yellow striping on the front, back and arms and reflective panels on the shoulders to
get you noticed on the job site.

VISIBILITY HOODED SWEATSHIRT

3449

HOODED SWEATSHIRT
2528 100% polyester, jersey, brushed inside, 8 oz
3300 Yellow, 5300 Orange
Available in sizes S-4XL.
Work wear should be tough, which is why our sweatshirt has
reinforced seams and thick 11-oz. cotton. Lucky for you, that means
it’s also 100% comfortable so you can move about freely and get your
job done easier. It can be our secret. We left it blank so you’d have
room for your brand!

MICRO FLEECE JACKET

NEW COLOR!

3487

2007

1011 100% polyester, anti odor treatment, UV-protection
40+, 4 oz
3300 Yellow, 5300 Orange
Available in sizes S-4XL.

4001 100% acrylic
3300 Yellow
One size

VISIBILITY T-SHIRT

A simple visibility T-shirt kicked up a notch - Blaklader style. Featuring
UV protection 40+ and anti-odor treatment, this T-shirt will keep you
dry and seen all day.

HI-VIS REFLECTIVE BEANIE

Hi-vis beanie with knitted reflex lines. No bells and whistles. This hat
keeps it simple, functional and you visible on the jobsite.
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4928

4938

1977 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 6 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-5XL.

1977 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 6 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-5XL.

Wind and waterproof with a heavy quilt lining to keep you warm and dry. Fleece lined collar. The winter jacket
includes waterproof taped seams, storm cuffs, waterproof chest pockets, arm pocket and 3M reflective tape.

Lightweight, wind and waterproof, including taped seams to keep you dry for the long haul. Safety harness
access point through back. The shell jacket includes waterproof zippers, detachable hood, inside pockets, 3M
reflective tape.

HI-VIS WINTER JACKET

CSA Z96-09, Class 2 Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when combined with Blåkläder 1685, 1689.
ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 class 3, NOT FR.

CSA Z96-09, Class 2 Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when combined with Blåkläder 1685, 1689.
ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 class 3, NOT FR.

4975

3448

2517 100% polyester, 3-layer softshell fabric, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 9 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1974 100% polyester, jersey knitted, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Come rain, hail or high water, this well-constructed hi-vis jacket will help keep you noticed in heavy
downpours and nightfall. Plus, its blackout front pockets - the part you’re always touching – help keep this
jacket’s bright parts brighter for maximum effectiveness. Certified in CSA Z96-15, S-M class 2, L-4XL class 3.

Here’s a bright idea: get your crew dressed up with these hi-vis, zip-up hoodies. They’ll keep them looking
fresh with black panels strategically placed where they get dirty first – under the forearms, cuffs, and tops of
the shoulders. Get noticed first with Blaklader.

CSA Z96-15, class 2, Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when combined with model 1609, 1633,
1697, 1699. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.

CSA Z96-15, class 2, Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when combined with model 1609, 1633,
1697, 1699. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.

HI-VIS SOFTSHELL JACKET
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HI-VIS SHELL JACKET
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HI-VIS HOODED SWEATSHIRT

NEW!

NEW!

CSA HI-VIS T-SHIRT

CSA HI-VIS LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

3495

3496

1011 100% polyester, anti odor treatment, UV-protection 40+, 4 oz
5300 Orange
Available in sizes M-4XL.

1011 100% polyester, anti odor treatment, UV-protection 40+, 4 oz
5300 Orange
Available in sizes S-4XL.

This isn’t your ordinary hi-vis t-shirt. This CSA Class 2 approved T-shirt is a technical marvel that features an
anti-odor treatment and UV protection for those long hot days in the sun. Plus, its bright yellow color and
highly-reflective stripes will keep you noticed from all angles, even on the busiest job sites.

Get noticed in this CSA Class 2 Hi-Vis long sleeve t-shirt. We incorporated reflective tape to complement the
Hi-Vis yellow you know and love so you’ll never be missed. Comfy and lightweight so you can get to work
without worry

CSA Z96-15, class 2, Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when combined with model 1609, 1633,
1697, 1699.

CSA Z96-15, class 2, Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when combined with model 1609, 1633,
1697, 1699.

3134

3133

1831 85% polyester, 15% cotton, ripstop, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-5XL.

1054 100% polyester, knitted mesh, 4 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-5XL.

Is there really such a thing as too many pockets for your work stuff? This pro-grade, hi-vis vest features
blackout, drainable front pockets and extra nooks and crannies to stow your gear. Plus, its cool mesh
shoulder material takes comfort to the next level.

Gear up with a premium Hi-Vis safety vest that works hard at getting you noticed, rain or shine. Black pockets
hide marks from dirty hands to keep your bright pro-grade yellow vest brighter for longer.

HI-VIS SURVEYORS VEST

CSA Z96-15, class 2, Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when combined with model 1609, 1633,
1697, 1699.

HI-VIS VEST

CSA Z96-15, class 2, Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when combined with model 1609, 1633,
1697, 1699.
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03

RAIN

NO STORM STANDS
A CHANCE AGAINST
OUR RAIN WEAR!
4317

HOODED RAIN JACKET WITH REFLECTIVE DETAILS
2003 100% polyester, polyurethane coated, wind and waterproof, 7 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.
Get the protection of 100 umbrellas with this much-easier-to-wear polyurethane-coated rain jacket. Its water
and wind proof to keep you dry and focused in the face of nasty weather. Its black color is extra tough to get
dirty, even on the dirtiest of job sites.

1387

RAIN PANTS WITH REFLECTIVE DETAILS
2003 100% polyester, polyurethane coated, wind and waterproof, 7 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.
Keep your legs high and dry with these waterproof rain pants. These pants have CORDURA®-reinforced knees
and the reflective stripes make you visible from all angles. We´ve got your front and back side covered with
these pants.
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4316

4312

1380

2003 100% polyester, polyurethane coated, wind and
waterproof, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

2003 100% polyester, polyurethane coated, wind and
waterproof, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

2003 100% polyester, polyurethane coated, wind and
waterproof, 7 oz
3300 Yellow
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Rain rain come back some other day. No storm stands a chance
against our 4316 Hi-Vis Rain Coat. Our polyester PU Coated material
is wind and waterproof to keep you safe and warm. This jacket is
equipped with cleverly placed reflective details for increased visibility.

What rain? The 4312 Hi-Vis rain jacket is equipped with wind and
waterproof PU Coating to keep you safe and dry. This jacket stands out
with Hi-Vis yellow body and added reflective details.

Breathable wind-and-waterproof rain pants designed to keep you dry
through whatever weather. Adjustable straps to create the perfect fit,
strategically placed reflective tape for added visibility.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class E, NOT FR - Class 3 Type R
NOT FR when combined with performance class 2 or 3
uppers. CSA Z96-15, class 2 when combined with vest,
class 3 when combined with class 2 or 3 uppers.

4318

4319

2009

2003 100% polyester, polyurethane coated, wind and
waterproof, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

2003 100% polyester, polyurethane coated, wind and
waterproof, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

2003 100% polyester, polyurethane coated, wind and
waterproof, 7 oz
3300 Yellow
Available in sizes M/L, XL/XXL.

This waterproof, hi-vis coat is like a bright umbrella for your body. Its
polyester PU-coated material is completely wind- and waterproof to
keep you warm, dry and highly visible in torrential downpours. Even the
pockets and zippers are designed to keep dry things dry in the rain.

If staying dry is on your punch list, this rain jacket will get the job done.
It’s wind- and waterproof polyester PU-coated material, and sealed
zippers work to keep you warm and comfortable. And of course, hi-vis
reflective stripes will help keep you seen while working in downpours.

Protect your luscious locks with a rain hat from Blaklader. This Hi-Vis,
polyester PU coated hat brings complete protection from wind, rain or
snow. Stays secure with adjustable cord under your chin.

CSA Z96-15, class 2, Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when
combined with model 1380. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R,
Class 3, NOT FR.

CSA Z96-15, class 2, Meets CSA Z96-15 class 3 when
combined with model 1380. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R,
Class 3, NOT FR.

HI-VIS RAIN COAT

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

HI-VIS RAIN COAT

HI-VIS RAIN JACKET

HI-VIS RAIN JACKET

RAIN PANTS

RAIN HAT
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PANTS

1691
RIPSTOP PANTS

BACK STRETCH PANEL

HAMMER LOOP
CORDURA® REINFORCEMENT
AT POCKET OPENING

REINFORCED
RULER POCKET

STRETCH GUSSETED CROTCH

LEGPOCKET WITH PHONE
AND PEN POCKET

TOP-LOAD KNEE POCKET
WITH STRETCH CORDURA®
TOP-LOAD KNEEPAD POCKETS
WITH VELCRO CLOSURE

ADJUSTABLE LEG HEM WITH
DRAWSTRING AND REINFORCEMENT

CORDURA® REINFORCEMENT
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1691
RIPSTOP

WITH
STRETCH GUSSET

STRETCH
PANELS

1691

RIPSTOP PANTS
1330 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 7 oz
2700 Stone, 8600 Navy blue, 9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.
Our top-selling ripstop pant now with the utility pockets you’ve wanted. The ripstop fabric is lightweight and
comfortable with an unmatched durability of even the heaviest fabrics. Equipped with features like kneepad
pockets and carpenter pockets on the leg makes this pant the essential tool for your workday. The gusseted
crotch panel made from stretch material increases the flexibility and durability of the garment.

STRETCH IN GUSSET
AND BACKSIDE

1690

STRETCH
PANELS

RIPSTOP PANTS
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1655

STRETCH
PANELS

SERVICE PANTS WITH STRETCH

1330 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 7 oz
2700 Stone, 8600 Navy blue, 9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.

1845 65% polyester, 35% cotton, plain, 5 oz
9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.

A new, heavily tested fabric is launched within Blaklader. The ripstop fabric is lightweight and comfortable
with an unmatched durability of even the heaviest fabrics. Equipped with features like kneepad pockets and
carpenter pockets on the leg makes this pant the essential tool for your work day. The gusseted crotch panel
made from stretch material increases the flexibility and durability of the garment.

Now you can squat, jump, kick and crawl with confidence. These service pants feature our tough stretch
material throughout for unprecedented comfort and maneuverability. Its generously sized utility pockets are
perfect for carrying tools and parts on the go.
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1600

1659

1610

1370 100% cotton, 11 oz
9499 Grey/Black, 9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.

1140 88% cotton, 12% polyamide, denim, coated,
CORDURA® denim, 11 oz
8900 Navy blue, 9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.

1800 65% polyester, 35% cotton, twill, 7 oz
8900 Navy blue
Size guide on page 58.

X1600 WORK PANTS

These pants aren’t made for just any craftsman. A cotton canvas base
covered by extended CORDURA® leg shields makes them the pants of
hammer-wielding warriors. Adjustable kneepads and reinforced utility
pockets, side pockets, ankle cuffs and belt loops keep you agile,
comfortable and protected on the most aggressive jobsites. If you’re
looking for a pair of pants to wear out on Saturday night, keep on
looking. But if you think you can handle the X1600, go ahead and prove
us wrong.

URBAN CORDURA® DENIM

Discover our hard wearing CORDURA® denim pants with internal knee
pad pockets . They combine an everyday workwear functionality with
an exciting design and high craftsman quality. With a loose fit and
great comfort it feels like a nice pair of jeans but with four time’s
stronger material than normal denim.

SERVICE/MECHANIC PANT

Our tried and trusted work pants designed with the mechanic and service
industry in mind. Made from polyester and cotton blend, these pants
keep you comfy so you can get on with the work day. Knee pad pockets
made from the main pant fabric blend seamlessly for a clean look.
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1630

1630

1630

1310 100% cotton, 8 oz
2700 Stone, 2800 Antique khaki, 8300 Steel blue, 9900
Black
Size guide on page 58.

1320 100% cotton, 12 oz
2800 Antique khaki, 8300 Steel blue
Size guide on page 58.

1860 65% polyester/35% cotton, 9 oz
9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.

If the jobsite keeps shredding your jeans, it’s time to upgrade to
Brawny pants. Made from heavy 12 oz. cotton, they’re light enough to
wear in the warm weather but durable enough to last. Brawny pants
are the work place trifecta: durable, comfortable and lightweight.

These Blaklader work pants are as tough as armor and light as a
feather. The cotton canvas material makes them as comfortable as
your oldest jeans. The CORDURA® reinforcements and triple stitching
make them as tough as brand new bulletproof vest. If durability and
functionality isn’t what you’re looking for, you came to the wrong place.
If you’re a leader, start wearing pants like a leader.

1670

1670

1680

1310 100% cotton, 8 oz
2700 Stone, 9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.

1320 100% cotton, 12 oz
8300 Steel blue, 9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.

These Blaklader work pants are as tough as armor and light as a
feather. The 8 oz. cotton canvas material makes them as comfortable
as your oldest jeans. The CORDURA® reinforcements and triple
stitching make them as tough as a brand new bulletproof vest. If
durability and functionality isn’t what you’re looking for, you came to
the wrong place. If you’re a leader, start wearing pants like a leader.

If the jobsite keeps shredding your jeans, it’s time to upgrade to
Brawny pants. Made from heavy 12 oz. cotton, they’re light enough to
wear in the warm weather but durable enough to last. Brawny pants
are the work place trifecta: durable, comfortable and lightweight.

BANTAM WORK PANTS - WITH UTILITY POCKETS

These Blaklader work pants are as tough as armor and light as a
feather. The 8 oz. cotton canvas material makes them as comfortable
as your oldest jeans. The CORDURA® reinforcements and triple
stitching make them as tough as a brand new bulletproof vest. If
durability and functionality isn’t what you’re looking for, you came to
the wrong place. If you’re a leader, start wearing pants like a leader.

BANTAM WORK PANTS - WITHOUT UTILITY
POCKETS
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BRAWNY WORK PANTS - WITH UTILITY POCKETS

BRAWNY WORK PANTS - WITHOUT UTILITY
POCKETS

WORK PANTS

HEAVY WORKER PANTS
1380 78% polyester, 22% cotton, 10 oz
2399 Khaki/Black, 9900 Black
Size guide on page 58.
You might say Heavy Worker pants have a timeless look - timeless
because you won’t be buying new pants for a long time. Proven to last
longer than four pairs of jeans, these sturdy polyester-cotton tanks
include loads of CORDURA® reinforcements in strategic wear points
on the knees, rear pockets, seat and ankle cuffs. If Blaklader’s Heavy
Workers don’t stand up to your jobsite, nothing will. If you are looking
for something tougher, you better have some sheet metal and a
welder.
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PAINTER

1631

1634

1210 100% cotton, 9 oz
1000 White
Size guide on page 58.

1210 100% cotton, 9 oz
1000 White
Available in sizes 30-44.

Don’t worry painters. We didn’t forget about you. Painting is just as demanding as any other trade, so it
requires the same functional clothing to get the job done smarter and faster. So, whether you’re wearing
another pair of white workpants or paint-splattered jeans, don’t you think it’s time you got some-thing truly
built for your trade?

Smooth comfortable 11oz. cotton delivers high performance durability for all you warm weather painters.

PAINTER PANTS
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PAINTERS WORK SHORTS

NEW!

3555

3557

SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT WITH LOGO

LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT WITH PRINT

1042 100% cotton, single jersey, 4 oz
1000 White
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1042 100% cotton, single jersey, 4 oz
1000 White
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Show everyone you mean business with this 100% cotton short-sleeve T-shirt featuring our no-nonsense logo
on the chest.

Show everyone you mean business with this 100% cotton long-sleeve T-shirt featuring our no-nonsense logo
on the chest.

NEW!

NEW!

SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT

LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

3554

3559

4940

1042 100% cotton, single jersey, 4 oz
1000 White
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1042 100% cotton, single jersey, 4 oz
1000 White
Available in sizes S-4XL.

2117 100% polyester, knitted, 11 oz
9099 Grey melange/Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.

Get back to the basics with this tough, 100% cotton short-sleeve T-shirt
that will keep you comfortable while you’re hard at work. The comfort of
Blaklader with your own company logo. What’s better than that?

Get back to the basics with this tough, 100% cotton long-sleeve
T-shirt that will keep you comfortable while you’re hard at work. It’s
time to roll up your sleeves – just because you can, but only if you
want to. Best part, throw your own logo on it!

Knitted jacket with smart designer hood for comfort. The jacket has
contrasting zips and is reinforced with soft shell material on the
elbows, shoulders and back for improved tear resistance. This is a
great jacket for leisure and work.

KNITTED JACKET
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VEST/SHORTS

3115
SO MANY POCKETS.
YOU’RE GOING TO
NEED MORE TOOLS.
3115

RIPSTOP KANGAROO MESH VEST
1330 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 7 oz
2700 Stone, 8600 Navy blue, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.
This vest’s main fabric is Blaklader’s new heavily tested ripstop material. It’s lightweight, comfortable, and
extremely durable. Slip on this vest to stay cool and comfortable with front and back mesh fabric Includes
phone pocket, pen pocket, front and back nail pockets and a side hammer loop to hold everything you need to
make the job a breeze.
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KEEP WORKING BUT STAY COOL!

1637

STRETCH
PANELS

RIPSTOP SHORTS WITH STRETCH - WITH UTILITY POCKETS

1638

STRETCH
PANELS

RIPSTOP SHORTS WITH STRETCH - WITHOUT UTILITY POCKETS

1330 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 7 oz
2700 Stone, 8600 Navy blue, 9900 Black
Available in sizes 30-44.

1330 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop 7 oz
2700 Stone, 8600 Navy blue, 9900 Black
Available in sizes 30-44.

This is the closest you can get to not wearing shorts while wearing some seriously heavy-duty shorts. They
feature stretchy, breathable fabric in the crotch to keep things cool and give you the freedom to move. Plus,
you’ve got built-in utility pockets for all your gear. The ripstops here.

With an extra breathable, stretch material in the crotch, it’s easy to forget that you’re wearing one of our
toughest pairs of shorts. You’ll enjoy every cool breeze and have the freedom to take on high steps and jumps
with rip-roaring confidence.

CORDURA®REINFORCED
THIGHS

1602

1627

1310 100% cotton, 8 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes 30-44.

1370 100% cotton, 11 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes 30-44.

Our popular X1600 series is also available as shorts. The comfortable fit and lots of practical pocket solutions
make these work shorts a great choice in warm weather. The shorts have two free nail pockets in CORDURA®
with tool loops that can be worn inside the trousers. Leg pocket with telephone pocket in water-resistant
material.

It takes a real man to wear a kilt - especially this one. The Glasgow has become the badge of craftsmen who
take the road less traveled. It has the same functional pockets as Blaklader pants, but it includes a
ventilation system that pants just can’t offer. Sure, you’ll be the only guy on the jobsite in a kilt. But you like it
that way.

WORK SHORTS X1600

GLASGOW KILT
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WIND/WATER/COLD

INSULATED

4781

4797

1987 100% polyester, twill, laminated, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 5 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1987 100% polyester, twill, laminated, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 5 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Tough winter gear doesn’t have to be tough to wear. This jacket lets you move freely and quietly with its
extra-comfortable stretch material. A water-resistant membrane keeps the wet out while a breathable fleece
mesh lining keeps the comfort in. Plus, black panels help hide dirt in high-contact areas so you can look
sharp, even if you’re knee-deep in snow.

Practical andmovement friendly shell jacket in a smooth, soft and quiet stretch materialthat gives you high
comfort and increased mobility. The jacket is also equippedwith cleverly placed reflective details for
increased visibility. The fleecemesh lining provides excellent ventilation and the membrane in the
surfacefabric prevents moisture from entering - allowing you to keep dry all day.

4939

4957

2517 100% polyester, 3-layer softshell fabric, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 9 oz
8642 Dark navy/Green, 8656 Dark navy/Red, 8942 Navy/Green, 9756 Dark grey/red, 9992
Black/silver
Available in sizes S-5XL.

2517 100% polyester, 3-layer softshell fabric, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 9 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.

WINTER JACKET - LINED

PRO SOFTSHELL JACKET

With the 4939 jacket, there’s no such thing as adverse weather conditions. With two insulating layers and an
outer windproof and waterproof stretch layer, there’s no job too wet or too cold. While other guys are sitting
around drinking hot cocoa, you’ll be out swinging hammers and taking names.

SHELL JACKET

SOFTSHELL JACKET

With the 4957 jacket, wet working conditions become a worry of the past. Even without a hood, this jacket
gets the job done with wind- and waterproof materials and no taped seams. The fleece-lined collar and
extended back are just a few of the stand-out features that take this jacket to the Blaklader level.
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4816

4855

3845

1370 100% cotton, 11 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.

2520 3-layer Polyester/PU, Windstopper Type, 14 oz
9499 Grey/Black, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.

The Tough Guy Pile-Lined jacket is built with a thick cotton canvas
exterior for rugged durability and insulating pile lining for extreme
warmth and comfort. Like all Blaklader jackets, it has an extended
back to keep you covered on those drafty days. So if you have the work
ethic of a mailman, get yourself a jacket that means business.

Think your work is too tough for fleece? Then you haven’t tried the Two
Fisted. It has strategic CORDURA® reinforcements in high-wear areas
on the shoulders, arms and sides. So you can quit worrying about
ripping your clothes and start thinking about the task at hand. With a
wind and water resistant membrane between two layers of fleece,
winter doesn’t stand a chance. Lead the worksite war on winter with a
jacket made to beat the elements.

2524 100% polyester, 3-layer fleece, laminated,
waterproof, windproof, breathable, 13oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes M-3XL.

TOUGHGUY PILE LINED JACKET

TWO FISTED FLEECE JACKET

TWO FISTED FLEECE VEST

Any vest is great for maximum mobility, but the Two Fisted Fleece vest
adds functionality with three deep pockets to keep your tools close at
hand. Like all Blaklader fleece, it has a wind and water resistant
membrane and an extended back. Add reflective piping for low-lit
worksites and that’s one functional vest. Wearing any other vest is like
trying to hammer a nail with a screwdriver.
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SWEATSHIRTS/
SHIRTS

4940
COMPANY BRANDING
NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD
4940

KNITTED JACKET
2117 100% polyester, knitted, 11 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black, 8642 Dark navy/Green, 9099 Grey melange/Black, 9799 Dark
grey/Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.
Knitted jacket with smart designer hood for comfort. The jacket has contrasting zips and is reinforced with
soft shell material on the elbows, shoulders and back for improved tear resistance. This is a great jacket for
leisure and work.

4965

3655

2117 100% polyester, knitted, 11 oz
9710 Antracit grey/white
Available in sizes S-3XL.

1060 Knitted college, 100% cotton, 11 oz
9700 Dark Grey
Available in sizes XS-3XL.

Comfortable knitted jacket with zippers in contrasting colour. The jacket has elastic edging at sleeve ends
and hem, extended back and fleece lined collar. The front pockets have zippers.

You work hard all week. There’s no reason you shouldn’t look good the rest of the time. Stay classy with a soft
cotton sweatshirt.

KNITTED JACKET

HALF ZIP SWEATSHIRT
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3555
BLAKLADER
BRANDING LINE!
3555

SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT WITH LOGO
1042 100% cotton, single jersey, 4 oz
1000 White, 8600 Navy blue, 9400 Grey, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.
Show everyone you mean business with this 100% cotton short-sleeve T-shirt featuring our no-nonsense logo
on the chest.

3447

HOODED SWEATSHIRT WITH PRINT
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NEW COLOR!

3557

LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT WITH PRINT

1048 80% cotton, 20% polyester, terry knit inside brushed 11 oz
8600 Navy blue, 9400 Grey, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1042 100% cotton, single jersey, 4 oz
1000 White, 8600 Navy blue, 9400 Grey, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

If it didn’t have reinforced seams and thick 11-oz. cotton, we wouldn’t put our name on it. We stand behind our
seriously tough sweatshirts. By the way, they’re also seriously comfortable to work in.

Show everyone you mean business with this 100% cotton long-sleeve T-shirt featuring our no-nonsense logo
on the chest.
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READY FOR YOUR LOGO!

3451

SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT

NEW COLOR!

3554

SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT

1051 100% polyester pique wicking, moisture transporting, UV protection, 5 oz
8900 Navy blue, 9400 Grey, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1042 100% cotton, single jersey, 4 oz
1000 White, 8600 Navy blue, 9400 Grey, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Whether you’re 30 feet up on bucks or at ground level talking to your customers, this polo shirt says you’re the
go-to guy to get things done. This polo features the Blaklader logo low and on the side, and is available in
three colors. Can’t decide which color? Collect them all.

Get back to the basics with this tough, 100% cotton short-sleeve T-shirt that will keep you comfortable while
you’re hard at work. The comfort of Blaklader with your own company logo. What’s better than that?

NEW COLOR!

3559

3449

1042 100% cotton, single jersey, 4 oz
1000 White, 8600 Navy blue, 9400 Grey, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

1048 80% cotton, 20% polyester, terry knit inside brushed 11 oz
8600 Navy blue, 9400 Grey, 9900 Black
Available in sizes S-4XL.

Get back to the basics with this tough, 100% cotton long-sleeve T-shirt that will keep you comfortable while
you’re hard at work. It’s time to roll up your sleeves – just because you can, but only if you want to. Best part,
throw your own logo on it!

Workwear should be tough, which is why our sweatshirt has reinforced seams and thick 11-oz. cotton. Lucky
for you, that means it’s also 100% comfortable so you can move about freely and get your job done easier. It
can be our secret. We left it blank so you’d have room for your brand!

LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

HOODED SWEATSHIRT
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WOMEN’S

Ny bild?

4968

4777

1987 100% polyester, twill, laminated, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 5 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes XS-3XL.

2513 92% polyester, 8% elastane, 3-layer softshell, waterproof, windproof, breathable,
stretch, 8 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.

WOMEN’S HI-VIS SHELL JACKET

WOMEN’S HI-VIS SOFTSHELL

Harsh conditions call for durable solutions. This women’s winter jacket is the perfect combination of tailored
design and rugged functionality. Classic Blaklader durability for hard working women.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, NOT FR. Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

This hi-vis softshell was designed and built for women. A lightweight, breathable solution that will not hinder
movement, this jacket is an ideal addition to your wardrobe. This jacket features water-resistant material,
functional pocket design and a tailored cut for better fit and comfort on the job site.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, NOT FR. Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

NEW COLOR!

NEW COLOR!

WOMEN’S HI-VIS LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

WOMEN’S HI-VIS T-SHIRT

3497

3499

3137

1013 100% polyester, birds eye knit, wicking, anti-odor
treaded, UV-protection, 5oz
3300 Yellow, 5300 Orange
Available in sizes S-3XL.

1013 100% polyester, birds eye knit, wicking, anti-odor
treaded, UV-protection, 5oz
3300 Yellow, 5300 Orange
Available in sizes S-3XL.

1831 85% polyester, 15% cotton, ripstop, 7 oz
3399 Yellow Hi-viz/Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.

Stay cool in this hi-vis long sleeve T-shirt. Say goodbye to those
oversized unisex T-shirts. We built a T-shirt for women with a tailored
cut for a more comfortable, purposeful fit. For additional functionality
and safety, we incorporated segmented reflective tape for a class 3
certification.

Stay cool in this hi-vis T-shirt. Say goodbye to those oversized unisex
T-shirts. We built a T-shirt for women and we incorporated reflective
tape for a class 3 certification along with a tailored cut for a more
comfortable, purposeful fit.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, class 3, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, class 2, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.

US WOMEN’S HI-VIS VEST

A high-quality safety vest designed and built for women. We took our
most popular surveyor’s vest and tailored it for hard-working women.
With more pockets than you can count, you’ll never lose a tool again
with this hi-vis surveyor’s vest. Plus, highly reflective stripes for
visibility and black panels where your hands hang to keep your
workwear looking clean.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, class 2, NOT FR.
Not certified according to CSA-Z96.
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4772

4976

1977 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, wind- and waterproof, breathable, 6 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.

2117 100% polyester, knitted, 11 oz
9099 Grey melange/Black, 9799 Dark grey/Black
Available in sizes S-3XL.

This Air Mesh-lined jacket is built to keep up with the hardest working women out there. This tailored jacket
will keep you comfortable in cooler temperatures without adding bulk. The subtly bold design boasts plenty of
pockets and functionality along with flashes of hi-vis accents. The durable waterproof material is bonded by
the toughest seams in the industry to give you confidence on and off the job site.

The coveted and revered women’s knitted jacket is a must-have for any hard working woman. This jacket is
made from a comfortable, soft material reinforced with soft-shell along the higher wear areas. It’s perfect for
on the job, or for a laid back weekend.

WOMEN’S AIR MESH JACKET

WOMEN’S KNITTED JACKET

CORDURA®REINFORCED
KNEEPOCKETS

STRETCH
PANELS

2-WAY
STRETCH

7153

7990

1830 55% pes / 45% wo
9900 Black
Available in sizes XS–XL.

1845 65% polyester, 35% cotton, plain, 5 oz
9900 Black
Available in sizes 4S–12S, 2R–16R, 6L–16L.

Scratch-free service pants from Blåkläder’s revolutionary maternity
workwear collection. Crafted from 2-way-stretch fabric, the pants
have 4-way-stretch panels on the rear, crotch and knees. Magnetic
buttons and concealed features make these highly reliable pants
awesome to wear when working in environments with sensitive
surfaces. Loops at the waist for a belt, so that the optional nail pocket
can be added.

Modern service trousers in a light but durable material with fast
drying features - which makes the trousers ideal for work indoors, or
outdoors in warm weather. The model has a narrower fit, elastic waist,
and pre-curved knees for increased comfort. For optimal ability to
move, the trousers have stretch panels in carefully selected places,
such as the bottom, knees, and crotch. The trousers have a pen and
knife pocket adapted for the right- and left-handed, a leg pocket with
an inside pocket in mesh for the mobile phone, as well as the
extension option at the leg hem.

1141 55% cotton, 30% polyester, 15% polyamide, denim
coated, CORDURA® Denim stretch, 10 oz
8999 Navy blue/Black
Available in sizes C32-C50, D19-D25.

7101

MATERNITY SERVICE PANTS WITH STRETCH

46

NEW!
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WOMEN’S SERVICE STRETCH PANTS

WOMEN’S CRAFTSMAN PANT

Durable craftsman’s trousers in women’s fit made of CORDURA®
denim stretch fabric and stretch panels at the crotch for optimal
range of motion. For optimal fit the trouser has an elasticized
waistband and tapered legs. Bottom-loading knee pocket in
CORDURA® stretch fabric suitable for maximum comfort even when
kneeling.

10

BASE LAYER
°F -30

°F -20

°F -15

°F -5

°F +5

°F +15

°F +25

°C -35

°C -30

°C -25

°C -20

°C -15

°C -10

°C -5

WARM keeps you warm and dry in cold conditions.
XWARM keeps you warm and dry even in severe cold.

WARM
48
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25
20

XWARM

WARM

XWARM

25
20

4897

4894

1732 100% Merino wool, 6 oz
9699 Grey/Black
XS-3XL

1706 70% Merino wool, 30% polypropylene, terry knitted, wicking, moisture
management, 8 oz
9900 Black
XS-XXL

UNDERWEAR CREW NECK 100% MERINO WARM

THERMO TOP XWARM 70% MERINO

This warming base layer keeps the body warm and dry during cold weather. Warming zones located on
shoulders, arms, back, behind and sides where you freeze the most. The base layer is made of 100% merino
wool that provides superior insulation and humidity transportation qualities to keep you warm and dry.
Recommended temperature 25°F to -20°F.Don’t freeze while working, keep warm and dry in cold
environment.

This multi-functional clothing has everything one could ask of a base layer. XWARM regulate your
temperature while keeping you warm and dry even in extreme cold. The material consists of an inner layer of
channel knitted polypropylene which transport humidity away from the body and to the outer layer, where it is
absorbed by the merino wool. Recommended temperature -30°F to -5°F. Keeping you warm and dry even
during stationary work in the biting cold.

WARM

XWARM

25
20

1849

1894

1732 100% Merino wool, 6 oz
9699 Grey/Black
XS-3XL

1706 70% Merino wool, 30% polypropylene, terry knitted, wicking, moisture
management, 8 oz
9900 Black
XS-XXL

UNDERWEAR BOTTOMS WARM 100% MERINO

This warming base layer keeps the body warm and dry during cold weather. The base layer is made of 100%
merino wool that provides superior insulation and humidity transportation qualities to keep you warm and
dry. Recommended temperature 25°F to -20°F. Don’t freeze while working, keep warm and dry in cold
environment.

UNDERWEAR BOTTOMS XWARM 70% MERINO

This multi-functional clothing has everything one could ask of a base layer. XWARM regulate your
temperature while keeping you warm and dry even in extreme cold. The material consists of an inner layer of
channel knitted polypropylene which transport humidity away from the body and to the outer layer, where it is
absorbed by the merino wool. Recommended temperature -20°F to -5°F. Keeping you warm and dry even
during stationary work in the biting cold.
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YOUR IMAGE
OUR CONCERN
Your workwear says a lot about who you are – both as a professional and as a company. Take your professional image to the
next level with our custom branding service. Company uniforms that reflect your brand, your image, your way.

TRANSFER
A transfer is printed on the garment by using heat and pressure.
Useful on most of our garments.

50
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SUBLIMATION
Sublimation is a process of printing onto paper, and then
transferring to the garment by using heat. Useful on garments
that needs a light weight print.

VALUE ADDED SERVICES
TRANSFERS
Heat-seal transfers are a costefficient way of displaying your
corporate logo. The transfers
are easy to apply and suitable
for most of our garments.

SUBLIMATION
Sublimation is a process of printing onto
paper, and then transferring that image
onto fabric by the use of heat. The heat
sublimates the ink into the fabric. Ideal if
you need a service that is light weight.

REFLECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Blaklader now offers reflective heat
transfer’s for additional visibility for
your teams safety.
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ACCESSORIES

SMALL DETAILS
BIG DIFFERENCE
There are other ways to be seen and to build your own world in addition to printing
and embroidery. It might seem small, but you can put your mark on your garments
and create a unique uniformity. It can for example be a belt in one of our many
different colors and matching “pullers” that are attached to the zippers. It’s the
small details that make a big difference.

5 PACK

2155

4034

3300 Yellow, 4200 Green, 5300 Orange, 5500 Red highviz, 5600 Red, 8000 Ocean Blue,
8500 Cornflower blue, 9400 Grey, 9700 Dark Grey, 9900 Black
One size

3300 Yellow, 4200 Green, 5300 Orange, 5500 Red highviz, 5600 Red, 8000 Ocean Blue,
8500 Cornflower blue, 9400 Grey, 9700 Dark Grey, 9900 Black
One size

Replaceable zip pullers available in several different colors, enabling you to brand your workwear and your
company.

Adjustable belt with metal buckle. Available in several different colors, enabling you to brand your workwear
and your company.

ZIP PULLER

BELT
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FORM-FITTING
KNEE PADS
Most knee injuries are caused by poor ergonomics and inadequate protection during strenuous
tasks. The risk is knee-joint replacement or suffering knee problems for years. Replace the
protection regularly, it’s a cheap insurance in the long run. For advice on which to buy, please
refer to the recommendations and certifications for our pants.

4057

4048

4058

1202 Polyeten
9900 Black
One size

1203 Polyethene
9956 Black/Red
One size

1203 Polyethene
9956 Black/Red
One size

The next generation of Blaklader kneepads starts here. A lightweight
and supple kneepad if you need flexible protection when you
occasionally work on your knees. The pad forms to the shape of your
knee and is suitable for working on flat surfaces. This is a standard
foam kneepad built to fit into ANY of our pants that are equipped with
a kneepad pocket as well as the limited edition kneepad sleeves.

The next generation of Blaklader kneepads is changing the face of
workwear. Hard work doesn’t have to leave you in pain. The strong front
side provides effective protection against sharp objects. The pad is
soft on the inside so that it fits comfortably in order to ensure your
knees are in the right position. These 4048 kneepads are designed to
work with our top-load knee pad pocket to easily upgrade the 1699 or
the 1691 work pants as well as the limited edition 4067 kneepad
sleeves.

A wider version of the 4048, these professional kneepads are made
with EVA material, specifically designed for professional craftsmen
working long hours on their knees. The strong front side provides
effective protection against sharp objects. The pad is soft on the
inside so that it fits comfortably in order to ensure your knees are in
the right position. The 4058 kneepads are designed to fit with any of
our pants equipped with a kneepad pocket as well as the limited
edition 4067 kneepad sleeves.

FOAM KNEEPADS

REINFORCED KNEEPAD

REINFORCED KNEEPADS

4018

4012

1200 Polyethylene
9900 Black
One size

9900 Black
One size

KNEEPADS

Foam kneepads can put a stop to some of the biggest knee problems. The form-fitting foam is weightless
when walking but gives protective cushion when you need it. Years of working without kneepads will sideline
even the toughest tradesmen. Functional, weightless kneepads can add years to your working life.

GEL KNEEPADS

Also known as Old Faithful, Gel Kneepads are made for guys who spend entire days on their knees. Laying
tile? Pulling carpet? Thick memory gel will keep you comfortable for the long haul. Your knees will be resting
on cloud nine with the industry kneepad technology. Try ’em out for yourself. They’re sure to have you saying,
”Where have you been all my life?”
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REFLECTIVE YARN

2028

2062

2802 97% Acrylic, 3% polyester, 2x2 rib flat Reflective, 10oz
9291 Grey melange
One size

8900 Navy blue, 9400 Grey, 9900 Black
One size

REFLECTIVE BEANIE

HARDWARE HAT

Winter Hardware hats are fleece-lined skull caps made to fight the most frigid winter days.

We don’t mess around with silly patterns or bobbles. The 2028 reflective beanie is simple and functional with
reflective material woven through the wool to help keep you safe in all conditions.

2029

2021

1734 100% Merino wool, single- jersey, 6oz
9800 Dark grey
One size

9900 Black
One size

HARDWARE WOOL BEANIE

We scoured the globe for the finest and softest wool of any sheep. Made from Merino wool, the 2029
hardware beanie is breathable and static resistant for top of the line comfort.
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KNIT HAT

Blaklader’s comfortable knitted hat, to keep you warm and working!

2054

2058

2059

2870 95% polyester, 5% wool, twill 2/1, 9oz
9000 Grey melange
One size

1372 98% Cotton 2% Spandex
9900 Black
S/M - L/XL

1350 100% cotton,
9900 Black
One size

A baseball cap should be more than a fashion statement. The 2054
not only looks great in grey Mélange, but outperforms your old
worn-out cap with it’s wool material. Try this one on for size.

A simple classic flex fit baseball cap. On or off the job site, this hat will
let everyone know where you stand.

Show your team spirit somewhere else. This black baseball cap
belongs on the jobsite. Adjustable strap on the back of the hat with
custom Blåkläder embroidery on the back.

BASEBALL CAP

FLEX FIT BASEBALL CAP

NEW!

BASIC CAP

2075

4020

3709 Honey Gold, 5909 Burned Red, 8209 Numb Blue, 8600 Dark navy blue, 9900 Black
One size

9900 Black
One size

Trucker cap in baseball model that is color-matched with Blåkläder’s t-shirts and hoodies with 3D print. The
cap is one size but adjustable with a snapback.

Practical hammer loop complete with a fabric loop and durable metal hammer holder.

TRUCKER CAP

HAMMER HOLDER

4033

4013

4014

9900 Black
One size

9900 Black
One size

9900 Black
One size

This adjustable length, textile belt will have you representing
Blaklader wherever you go. The metal buckle comes in antique silver
with the Blaklader logo engraved in the front. This belt also includes
Blaklader print around the band and measures roughly 49 inches long,
1.5 inches wide.

The heavy-duty webbed belt has a logo embroidered along the webbing
and a durable bronze buckle. When your workpants are loaded down
with tools, you’ll need something like this to keep them up.

For a simple and professional look, the silver belt buckle has a small
Blaklader logo on a polished silver buckle. It’s the perfect choice for
tradesmen who spend a lot of time in front of clients.

WEB BELT - WITH BLAKLADER PRINT

STRETCH WEB BELT - WITH EMBROIDERED LOGO

STRETCH WEB BELT
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SIZE OPTIONS

THESE SIZES ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL STYLES!
While we try to have a wide range of sizes, it is possible that we will not have your size in the style that you prefer.
Please refer to the inidivual product size offerings on blaklader.com.

AVAILABLE MEN’S PANTS SIZES
WAIST

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

28

LENGTH

30
32
34
36

WOMEN’S SIZE CONVERSION CHART
EU

C34

C36

C38

C40

C42

C44

C46

C48

C50

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

26x30

28x31

30x31

31x31

33x32

34x32

36x32.5

40x32.5

US/CA

SCAN FOR
FULL SIZE
GUIDE
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TERMS &
CONDITIONS

WARRANTY

Blaklader offers a warranty on all the seams in our products
for the life of the garment. All garments have an expected
service life, we would consider a garment past its useful life
if it has seen excessive wear in major areas such as tears
and holes. This warranty does not cover damage caused by
normal wear and tear, obvious abuse, misuse, or neglect.
Other hardware like zippers or buttons will not fall under our
warranty. Blaklader will also cover premature failure of any
of our products caused by a defect in the materials and
workmanship. Blaklader has the right to reimburse for minor
repairs or replace any defective merchandise at Blaklader’s
option and expense. Any product that is no longer in
production will be replaced with a comparable Blaklader
product. Blaklader assumes no liability for garments that
have had alterations, embroidery, or other ornamentation
added to the garment.

CLAIMS

Claims for shipments on merchandise damaged or lost in
transit are to be filed against the carrier by Blaklader. Our
shipments are carefully audited for accuracy. However,
should you find it necessary to request a claim, visit our
returns page through the QR code below. Blaklader will deny
any claims not filed within 30 days of the ship date. Credits
are valid for 365 days from the date of the issue.

RETURNS

New, unused garments may be returned within 30 days for a
refund or exchange as long as the tags are still attached. All
submissions are subject to inspection and approval by our
return department. Returns will not be accepted without a
Return Authorization Number (RMA). To obtain that number
please visit our return page at blaklader.com/en/returns
or use the QR code below. Please be prepared to provide
style numbers, sizes, reason for return, quantity, purchase
order number, or order confirmation number. Return
Authorization numbers are valid for 30 days on the items
specified. A restocking fee of 25% may apply under certain
circumstances. Cartons containing returns may not weigh
more than 40 lbs.

SCAN TO
SET UP A
RETURN/
CLAIM

www.blaklader.com
Blaklader USA
Blaklader LLC Main Office
6311 Porter Road, Suite 1, Sarasota, FL 34240
Tel: (800) 948 6452
email: info.usa@blaklader.com
Blaklader Canada
201 Millway Ave, Unit 22
Concord, ON L4K 5K8
Tel: 647-946-4243
email: info.canada@blaklader.com

FOLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

@blakladerna
BlakladerUS
BlakladerCA

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE

BlakladerNA
BlakladerNA

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE

